Abstract. We study the statistical mechanics of an infinite one-dimensional classical lattice gas. Extending a result of vA~ Hov]~ we show tha~, for a large class of interactions, such a system has no phase transition. The equilibrium state of the system is represented by a measure which is invariant under the effect of lattice translations. The dynamical system defined by this invariant measure is shown to be a K-system.
Introduction and Statement of Results
Let 72 be the set of all integers <> 0. We think of the elements of 7Z as the sites of a one-dimensional lattice, each site may be occupied by 0 or 1 particle. If n particles are present on the lattice, at positions il < " • • < in, we associate to them a "potential energy" v({il . The "k-body potential" ~bk is a real function of its arguments ]1 < " " " < Jk and is assumed to be trans]ationally invariant i.e., if 1 E Z, 
.. ]k). (1.2)
Let S (Z and K s be the product of one copy of the set K = {0, 1} for each point of S ; K s is the space of all configurations of occupied and empty sites in S ; K s is compact for the product of the discrete topologies of the sets {0, 1}. Let (~(K s) be the Banach space of real continuous flmct, ions on K s with the uniform norm and ~(K z) its dual, i.e. the space of real measures on K s .
If S C T ( Z we may write
K T= K S x K T\s (1.3) and there is a canonical mapping ~TZ : ~(Ks) ~ (d~(KT) such that o:Ts qJ (xs, xT\s) = ~v (xs) . (1.4) We denote by a*T the adjoint of aTz:
z¢~ r/x (q0) = ~t (aTS ?) • (1.5) 19 Commun. math. Phys., VoL 9
D. R v~:
I t ~d]l be convenient to use a functional notation for measures, writing
# (x) dx instead of d#. W e have t h e n

~T # (Xs) = f dxT\s # (xz, XT\S)
• (1.6) Let (a, b] = {i ~ Z : a < i <= b} be a finite interval of Z . The Gibbs measure y~ Cdd(K(~,b] ) associates to each point x = (x~+ 1 . . . . , xb) of K(a,b] the mass Ya ~ (x) = e-~ (s (z)) (1.7) where 1 S(x) = {i E (a, b]: x~ = 1}.
(1.s)
The measure Ya ~ is positive, has t o t a l mass This theorem expresses t h a t a t h e r m o d y n a m i c limit (infinite system limit) exists for the statistical mechanics of ~ one-dimensional lattice system if *he condition (1.11) is satisfied. F u r t h e r m o r e the state of the infinite system, described b y the measure Q, depends continuously on the t e m p e r a t u r e and chemical potential, which means t h a t no phase trami-1 I t is customary to write in (1.7) instead of U(S) the expression ~( --rite+ U'(S)) where fl-1 is ~he temperature, # is the chemical potential and U' is computed by replacing Z by Z in (1.1) . For notational convenience we absorb here --tt k_~i (1.18) Since the measure @ is visibly T-invariant in~(KZ), the triple (K z, @, T) is a dynamical system% Theorem 2. The dynamical system (K ~, @, T) is a K-system. This implies that the measure ~ is ergodie and satisfies a "cluster property" (see Sec. 2) as one expects for a gas. 
8 This result was known when • has finite range, i.e. when there exists L~ -}-co such that ~b~+l(0, i 1 .... , i~) ~ 0 for i~ L (hence for l~ L). In that case P(¢) is real analytic on finite dimensional subspaces of d ~ (is this true also here ?). A generalization of this result exists to continuous systems with a "hard core", see VAN Hove, [5] .
4 II ¢2 ~ 0 and (1.15) is violated, the existence of a phase transition has been conjectured by 1~. FISHER [2] and M. K~c (private communications). I am indebted to M. FISEE~ ~or correspondence on this point.
e The notions of dynamical systems and of K-system are discussed in ARNOLD and Av~,z [1] and JAcoBs [3] . 
Off) I / # E J/(K+) the/ollowing limit
lim 2~n ~n # = /~ (ha) vm (2.8)
holds/or the vague topology o/~£ (K +). (iv) On any finite dimensional subspace o/ #, ~a is continuously differentiable, h¢ is continuous/or the uni]orm topology o/~(K+), vo is continuous/or the vague topology o/~gl (K +).
This theorem will be proved in Sec. 3., here we use it to establish the results announced in Sec. 1. For notational simplicity we sh~ll often drop the index ~b from F, ~f, 2~*, 2, h, v.
Lemma. Let us write
L =-) -1 ~, L * = ~-1~, . (2.9) (i) I] # ~ ~//~ (K+), then 1 1 • .. ~ L *~# ( n l , . .
. , n p x ) = L~l ( x ) . # ( x ) .
(2.10)
For every finite S Q IN* let
One c~n show ~hat vv defined by Theorem 3 (i) is such tha$ The measure v¢ describes thus the s~te of ~ system occupying the semi-infinite interval (0, + co) = N*.
We prove (i) b y induction on l:
To prove (ii) it suffices to apply repeatedly the following identity 
Actually (2.16) is a much stronger statement th~n (1.12).
D. RUELLE:
This establishes the existence of the limit (1.13) and shows that the measure ~ defined by (1.14) satisfies
In view of Theorem 3 (iv), the r.h.s, of (2.17) is a continuous function of ~b on finite dimensional subspaces of 8. Because of the invariance of under T, the same is true of ~(~zs/) for every finite S C Z and / E ~(KS) • Part (ii) of Theorem 1 follows then from the density of
in ~ (K z) for the uniform topology.
We come now to the study of the dynamical system (K z , ~, T). Let 21 be the algebra of all e-measurable subsets of K z (rood. 0) and 2 0 be the subatgebra consisting of the sets of measure 0 or 1 (i.e. 0 and K z (rood. 0)). The system (K z, ~, T) is a K-system if there exists a subalgebra ~4 of 2x such that
The union of the T -~d generates 21. (iii) The intersection of the T~ is 2 0. We write 2.19) and define d to be the subalgebra of 21 generated by all the sets X × K Z \ s where X C K s and S is a finite subset of N*. The properties (i) and (ii) are then clearly satisfied. Let now A ~ n T ~d and B be of l~0 the form X × K z\z with X C K S, S finite C N*. For M1 1 ~ 0 the characteristic hmction of A may be written as ~N*~ N* + l, T~/~, let also ]B C ~ (K+) be the characteristic function of B. Using part (ii) of the Lemma, we get
e ( A ~ B) = f d x h ( x ) . v(x) . ~N*:N* +~ T~]~(x) " /B(x) = f d x [L*~(~-/z)] (x). h ( x ) . /~( x )
(2.20)
= f d x v ( x ) . ]~(x). [L~(h •/B)] (X).
Given e > 0, (2.7) shows that, for sufficiently large l, [-+c~ a proper~y known as cluster property and which should be possessed by the correlation function of a gas. The cluster propeI4y (2.25) is a consequence of strong mixing, which is a property of all K-systems% The entropy of a K-system is > 0 l°, this entropy is identical to the mean entropy in the sense of statistical mechanics (see [4] ). The K-system property (iii) has here a simple physical interpretation: it is not possible to make the system look different "at finite distances" by imposing restrictions "infinitely far away" on the configurations of the system (absence of long-range order).
HL~(h • /~) -v(h . /~) hil < e. (2.21) From (2.20) and (2.21) we find [e(A ~ B) -Q(A)e(B)l = i f d x ~,(x) . /dx) " [L~(h • /~) (x)
-
Proof of Theorem 3
In this section we establish a series of propositions which will result in a proof of Theorem 3. 
Using induction on n we may assume that for n 1 = 0, 1, we have (
x~K+ (iii) I / /~V ( K + ) , the sequence I[Ln/l[ is bounded by Aoll]][. (iv) A norm I I[']]l on V(K+) is defined by
Ill/Ill = ~(l/I)= f dx ~(x)I/(x)l =</I/ll • (3.13)
or all / E V (K+). (vi) I / / E ~, v ([) = O, and n >= m, then
]ll/~/lll < (1 -Ao 1) Ill/Ill • (3.14)
(ii) follows from (3.1) with 1¢ = 0:
Using ( 
~t --> Oo (ii) hv is a continuous function of q~ E ~ /or the uniform topology of (d (K +). Off) v ~ is a continuows /unction of q5 E ~" ]or the vague topology of d [ ( K + ). (iv) Let ~, T ~ ~, qS(t) = q5 + tW, t C 1R, then the/unction t ~ A~(t) has a derivative
